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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, H” be isomorphic finitep-groups. Then by results of Sidki [9], the 
group 
is also a p-group, and its order is bounded above by e’“’ - ’ . 1 HI. 
Although this bound remains exponential for the class of 2-groups, we will 
show here that it is polynomial in 1 HI for the class of p-groups for p an odd 
prime. 
It is to be noted that for a general finite group H, the section M(H) of 
x(H) defined in [9] is isomorphic to the Schur multiplier M(H) of H. This 
will be shown with the aid of results of Miller [6]. 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime. Let H be a finite p-group of order p” 
and of nilpotence class c. Then x(H) is a p-group of order divisor of 
P 
2n 
.P ‘o-“~~ and of nilpotence class at most 2c. 
The proof depends upon a series of results from [9] (henceforth, (S)) to 
which we will refer directly. Nevertheless, in order to make this paper 
readable we will recall some basic notions. 
*This paper is based on the author’s doctoral thesis written under the guidance of 
Professor Said Sidki. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Define the following normal subgroups of x(H): D(H) = [H, H”], L(H) = 
[K WI, HqH) = D(H) nwq, L,(H) = bw)~ HI, Jwo = Pm ff”lT 
R(H) = [H, L(H), H”]. w e will omit the H from these symbols whenever the 
context allows it. 
LEMMA 2.1 (S). Let h,, h,, h, E H. Then, 
(9 [h,, @I = [hf, h21, 
(ii) [h,, w] commutes with [h,, hf], 
(iii) [h,,@l= [~,~2,~,1[~19~21, 
(iv) v/ centralizes D (y as automorphism of order 2 in x), 
(v) D centralizes L, 
(vi) the elements of W are of the form [h,, h:] . - - [hZk-, , h&l, where 
h ,,..., hZk are elements of H such that [h,, h2] ..- [hZk-,, h,,] = 1, 
(vii) ifw~ Wthen [~~,h~]=[w,h~]‘=[w,h,]~,Vii~, 
(viii) H’ centralizes W(H), 
(ix) D(H) is abelian iff H’ < C,(D(H)), 
(x) D(H)nH=L(H)nH= l;x(H)=L(H)-H. 
Let F be the free group on all pairs (x, y) with x,y E H and denote by 
C(H) the kernel of the natural epimorphism of F onto H’ which sends (x, y) 
into [x, y], i.e., 
C(H)= {w=(xl,y,).-. (x,,~s)EFI[wl= [x,,Y,] a.- [xs,ysl = 11. 
As was shown by Miller [6], the Schur multiplier M(H) is isomorphic to 
C(H)/B(H), where B(H) is the normal subgroup of F generated by the 
elements 
(1) (x,x), 
(2) (x3 Yxh X>? 
(3) (XYT Z>(Z~Y% xjy, 
(4) (Y, z>“(x, lY9 ZlXZ9Y)~ 
where x, y and z range over H and, by definition, 
We use this informations to prove 
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LEMMA 2.2. The quotient M(H) = W(H)/R(H) is isomorphic to M(H). 
Proof. By (S, 4.1.1 l), M(H) has M(H) as a homomorphic image. On the 
other hand, let 19 be the “natural” homomorphism of F onto H’ defined in the 
generators of F by 
e((xTY)) =1XYY”l. 
From the form of an element of W(H) in the previous lemma, we see that 
&C(H)) = W(H). We need to show that B@(H)) &R(H). For this we look 
at the image of 6 in the generators (l)--(4) of B(H). We already have 
[x,x”] = [x, y”] [ y*, x] = 1. For the generator (3), we have 
(XY, Z>(Z~Y>(Z~ x)” l-Jh [xy, z”] [GY”] ]zY, xY”]. 
But by (S, 4.1.11) [ zy,xyO] is congruent (modR(H)) to [z,x”]‘. Thus 
[xy, z”] [z, y”] [zY, xYO] = [x, z@], * [ z, x”ly = 1 (mod R(H)). Also for (4), 
(YT z>“(x, lY9 ZlXZ,Y) bfL [YX~ZX~I[-@, [Y Z11[Z,Y”l 
= IY~ZOIXIXO, [Y,Z]][Z,Y@] 
= [Y,ZXl[Y,ZO, ~][[Y,~],~~]-‘[~,Y~] (mod R(H)). 
Now, [y,z] = [y&y-"y,z] = [y”,z]‘[l,z], where I= [y-“y,z] EL(H). As 
D(H) centralizes L(H), we have [y, z] = [y”, z][1, z]. Thus, 
[Y,Z,XO] = ][y”,z][l,z],x”] 
= [Y”,Z,X~][LZ,X”] (for [L z] E L(H)) 
= IY,z1,x][1,4q (by Lemma 2.1). 
But then [Y,zO,xl[[Y,z],x”]-’ = [y,zO,x][I,z,x~]-‘[y,z~,x]~‘= 
[r, z,x']-' E R(H), since R(H) (= [H,L(H), Ho]) is central in D(H). 
Therefore, [ y, z”] [ y, z*, x][[Y,z],x~]~~[z,~“] = 1 (modR). Hence, 0 
induces a homomorphism from C(H)/B(H) (z M(H)) onto M(H) = 
W(H)/R(H) and so we have finally M(H) r M(H). 
Given a covering group H of H with Z < A’ n Z(H) such that g/Z g H, 
let 
H, = {(a, a, 1)/a E I7}, fT7, = {(l, a, a)la E G}, 
z,= {(z,z, 1)lzE-q z,= {(Lz,z)lzEZ), 
and c’ = (H,, H,) < I? x I? x I?. Then define the group T(E?) to be the 
quotient T(g) = G/Z, Z,. The relation between x(H) and T(H) is 
summarized in 
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LEMMA 2.3 (S). There exists an epimorphism Aa: x(H) -+ T(6) which 
satisfies 
(i) Ker(A.2) < W(H); A,(W(H)) = $1 x Z x l), where z is the 
natural projection of e onto T(fi), 
(ii) [ W, H] < R(H) < Ker(;lg), 
(iii) if Z = 1 then Ker@,) = W(H), 
(iv) if H is finite and Z E M(H), then 
Ker(&) = R(H) and I T(E?)I = IHI* - IH’I . IM(H)I. 
The next lemma and its corollary are fundamental for the rest of this 
paper. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let c E Z(H) and h,, h, E H. Then 
(i) [c’, [h,, h2]] = [@, 4, h212, 
(ii) [c’,h,,h,] = [c’,h2,hll-1, 
(iii) [c’, [h,, h2]] = [c’, h,, hf]. 
Proof. We frequently use the fact that W(H) is central in D(H) and that 
it is centralized by H’. We have 
[c”, hJh2 = [co, h,][c”, 4, &I, 
[cV#* = [~“[c~,h,l,h,[h,,h,ll 
= [cg,h,[h,,h,ll. [[@‘,Uh~[h,,hzll 
= [c’, [h,,h,ll. [c’,h,,h,l[c’,h,l. 
By comparison, we get that 
[c’, [h,,h,]]= [c”,hl,hz][c”,h2rh,l-‘. 
Now, manipulations with [h,, h:]’ give us 
[h,,h:l‘-= [h,,h:][h,,h:,c]= [h,,h$,c][h,,h;], 
P,,h:l’= [h,,h:[hZ,cll = [A,, [h:,c]][h,,h$], 
lh,, WC = [h,, h:]‘” (w centralizes D) 
= [h,,h;l[h,,c’,h;] 
= [h,,@‘,h,][h,,h:]. 
(1) 
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We compare again to get 
[h,,c”,h,] = [h,, p:,c11= [~,&cl (2) 
or, by Lemma 2.l(vii), 
[C”,h,,h,] = [cV,J,]-‘. (3) 
This proves part (ii). On substituting (3) in (1) we have that (i) holds. Since 
[c”, h,, h,] = [c@, h,, h,]“’ = [c@, h,, h:], part (iii) follows from the equalities 
(2). 
Henceforth we restrict our considerations to the case where H is a linitep- 
group and p denotes an odd prime. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let H be a finite p-group and U < Z(H). Then 
(i) If-J’, y,(H)] = 1, 
(ii> [u’, ~Gf)l is central in x(H), 
(iii) [U*, y,(H)] = [U*, H, H] = [Vi, D(H)]. 
Given c E U, h,, h,, h, E H, we have also 
(iv) [c”, h, . h2] = [co, h,] [c”, h,] [c’, [hi”, h2]], 
(v) [c”, [h,h,,h,]l= [CO, [h,,h3]][c0, [h,,h,ll. 
Proof. Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) follow directly from the corresponding 
parts of the previous lemma, since H is of odd order and w centralizes D(H). 
Now, by parts (i) and (ii), above, we get 
I@, [h,h,, A311 = [cw [h,, h,lh2 * [h,, h,]] 
= [c@, I&> h11kJ19 [h,, &I * [h,, h,, h211 
= [c@, lb, &Ilk@, [h,, k11 
and so (v) is proved. In particular, since (H) is odd, 
[c@, [h,, h211 = 
Hence, for (iv) we have 
lc~,~,~,l= [Cb,h, 
= [co, h, 
= [c*, h, 
L-Q, [(h:“)‘, h2J] = [c”, py2, II*]]‘. 
(by 2.W)) 
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3. BOUNDS FOR Ix(H)1 AND ck(H)) 
In this section we derive upper bounds for the order and nilpotence class 
of X(H), when H is a finite p-group. (Remember, p is an odd prime.) 
3.1. Bounds for Order of x(H) 
We make use of some results from (S) about the case H abelian. 
LEMMA 3.1.1 (S, 4.2.4). Let H be a finite abelian p-group. Then 
(i) D(H) = W(H) is central in x(H), 
(ii) M(H) = D(H) and R(H) = 1, 
(iii) D = L’ and L is a full covering group of H, 
(iv) x(H) z T(B) with l? E L(H). 
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. Let H be a p-group of order p” and nilpotence class 
c < 2. Then 
lx(H)] divides p2” . pn(n-“‘2. 
Proof If H is abelian, then the assertion follows by part (iv) of the 
previous lemma. Suppose that H’ # 1. Let Ir^: x(H) -x(H/H’) be the 
induced epimorphism by the natural projection 71: H -+ H/H’. By (S, 4.1.13), 
Ker(;ri) = (H’, H’@)[H’, H’]. Since H’ < Z(H), we have [H’, He] < W(H). 
Now, given c E H’, h E H, write h = k . h’ with h’ E H’ and k E H\H’. As 
H’ centralizes W(H) and consequently (H’, H”) commutes with [H’, H’], 
we have 
[c@‘, h) = [CO, k . h’] = [c@, h’] . Ice, klh’ 
= [c”, h’] . [c+, k] 
= [c*, k] (mod (H’, H/O)). 
Also, for elements c, , c, E H’ and h,, h, E H, we have, by Corollary 2.5(iv), 
[c’, h,h,] = lc”‘, h,][c’, h,][c”, [A;“, hz]] 
= [c@, h,l[c”, h,] (mod (H’, H”), 
ICI * c23 hO] = [cl, h01C2 . [c2, h”] 
= [c,,h”l . [c2,hdl (as H’ < Cx(W)). 
Hence, modulo (H’, H’@), the commutator [H’, HO] is a homomorphic 
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image of H’ @ (H/H’). Moreover, (H’, H”) is a homomorphic image of 
x(H’), and since H is of class 2, we get, with the aid of Lemmas 2.3 and 
3.1.1, 
1 Ker S / = 1 (H’, H’@) . [H’, H’] 1 
divides 
Consequently, Ix(H) 1 divides 
IH’I’ . IWH’)I (H’@; / /x(6) (
< IH’I’IM(H’)I H’& 
1 H’ j l$I’+(;)~ 
= ~Hj2~)M(H’)~ M &- ) lH,) 1 lH’+ <p’” .p”(“-‘)i2. 
COROLLARY 3.1.3. Let H be a p-group of class c(H) = 2 with H’ cyclic. 
Then. 
l~(H)l<lH)~. IH’I-‘. A4 $ . I i )I 
Proof. Let c E H’ such that H’ = (c). It is then easy to see that 
[H’, H”] = [c, H”] is now a homomorphic image of H/H’ by the 
epimorphism 4: H/H’ + [co, H] defined for h= h. H’ by g(i) = [cd, h]. 
Note that $ is well defined since H’ is cyclic, and part (iv) of Corollary 2.5 
assures that 4 is indeed onto. Thus, for the kernel of 5 x(H) + x(H/H’), we 
have the inequality 
IKer721=I(H’,H”)S [c@,HJI<IH’/~. jf& . I I 
Therefore, 
IxW)l G IH’I . IHI . 
=IH13.1H’I-‘. M ; 
I i iI 
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THEOREM 3.1.4. Let H be a p-group of order p”. Then, x(H) is a p-group 
of order divisor of p2” . pncnp I”‘. 
Proof: If y3(H) = 1, then we are done by Proposition 3.1.2. Suppose 
y,(H) f 1. We proceed by induction on 1 HJ, admitting the result for p-groups 
of orders inferior to 1 HI. Let c E y,(H) n Z(H), o(c) =p. Then by Corollary 
2.5, [c@, y3(H)] = 1 and for all pairs h,, h, E H, we have 
[c@‘, h,h,] = [c’, h,][c’, h,][c”, [hi”, hz]]. 
Thus we can consider the map 
0 .H+ koTHl 
1’ 
[c*, H’ I 
defined by 8,(h) = [CO, h] [c”‘, H’], 
which is then an epimorphism with H’ < Ker(B,) (and so 1 [c@, H] I divides 
I [cd, H’] I . I H/H’ I), and the map 
8,: H’+ [CO, H’] defined by B,(h’) = [c”‘, h’], 
which is also an epimorphism, since [c@‘, y3(H)] = 1; here, y3(H) & Ker(8,) 
and thus, 1 [c@, H’] I divides I H//y,(H) I. Consequently, 
I [c”, H] 1 divides 
IKd l~l=l&l~ 
Now, let r?: x(H)++,y(H/(c)) be the corresponding extension of the 
epimorphism rc: H -+ H/(c) ( see (S)), with Ker(?) = (c, c”) . [c@, H]. As 
o(c) =p, we have that IKer(r?)I divides p2 . I [CO’, H] I or, from (4), I Ker(?)I 
divides p2 . I H/y,(H)I. By induction, we have 
dividespZ(“-” . p(n-‘)(‘-‘)/‘, 
Therefore, Ix(H)1 divides p2 . 1 H/y,(H)1 . p2(“-‘) . p(n-1)(n-2)‘2 and since 
[H/y,(H)1 <pn-l, we have finally 
Ix(H)1 divides p2” . P”(~-“‘~. 
Remark. We will give examples (Section 4) where this bound is reached 
for non-abelian groups. 
3.2. Bounds for the Nilpotence Class 
This subsection is devoted to the limitation of the nilpotence class ck(H)), 
establishing in the general case the bound ck(H)) < 2 9 c(H). Unless H is 
abelian, we have no example where this bound is reached. 
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LEMMA 3.2.1. Let H be a jkite p-group, N < H and M< D = D(H). 
Then, with x =x(H), we have 
(i) [N, Ho] 4 x, 
(ii> PA HI = [Kxl a x, 
(iii) [D, H] < [H’, H”], 
(iv) [yj(H), H*, H, H] < [yj+ I(H), H”], Vj>, 1, (here we agree that 
yj(H) = 1 for all j > c(H)). 
Prooj (i) We have that [N, H”] <D and v centralizes D. Thus, 
[N, H”] = [N, H”]” = [NO, H] a (N”, H). But [N, HO] 4 (N, H’) and so 
[N, H”] a (H, H”)=x. 
(ii) From M < D it follows that M” = M. Hence [M, H] = [M, H]” = 
[I@‘, H”] 4 (M, H”); also [M, H] Q (M, H). Therefore, [M, HI-4 x. As 
[M HI = jM, H”] we get that [M, H] = [M,x]. Now, on letting #,in be the 
restriction to D(H) of the epimorphism $i : x(H) ++ x(H/yj(H)), we have 
(iii) “I’ [D(H), H] - [D(H/H’), H/H’] = 1, by Lemma 3.1.1(i). 
Thus [D(H), H] < [H’, H&]. 
By Corollary 2.5 this last member is central in x(H/yj+,(H)), from which we 
get 
[Yj(H), ff*, H, H] < [Yj+ ,(H), H”] = Ker($j+ ,,D>. 
THEOREM 3.2.2. Let H be a finite p-group of nilpotence class c. Then 
x(H) has nilpotence class at most 2c. 
Prooj We use, without reference, parts (i) and (ii) from the previous 
lemma as well as the fact that I,U centralizes D. As x = D . Ha H*, we have 
[x, H] = [D . He H”, H] < [D, H] [H, H] [H’, HI 
< D . Y,(H) (since D a x) 
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and also 
[x,H"]= [X,H]@ <D* - y2(H)o =D . y2(H)*. 
As x = (29, H’), the inclusions above give us 
Now, if H is abelian, Lemma 3.2.l(iii) provides [D, H] < [y,(H), H”] and 
from (5) we can see that 
~dx) = bdx)~ HI = [~dx)~ H’l = P, HI = 1. 
In this way, we can assume c > 1. 
Assertion. For all j > 1 
(6) 
In fact, from (5) we have 
MY), HI G P * YdW * Ym”~ HI 
< [Q HI - [YAW, H”l . Y,W) 
G b%(H)3 H”l Y,vf) (by Lemma 3.2.l(iii)), 
and also 
Consequently9 Gx) < h(H), HeI - y,(H) Y,W)~ since b3(Wr hW)I < 
[y*(H), H’] -CI x. This shows the validity of (6) for j = 2. 
Suppose, by induction, that (6) holds forj > 2. Then, from Lemma 3.2.1(i) 
and (ii), 
IYZj- I(x)3 Hl G I [YjCHh Hol Y*j-I(W Y*j- 1CH”)3 Hl 
G [Yj(W, H*, HI IVzj- ,(W, Ho I * Yzj(Hh 
and 
Hence, 
[Yv- ICC>, Ho I < [Yj(ffh H”, H] [Yzj- ,(H), H”] Yzj(H)“‘. 
YdX) G [Yj(W, H*, HI * [Yzj- ,(ffh H” ] . Yzj(W .Yzj(H”‘)* 
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But then we also have 
[Y&h H 
. b: 
and 
1 G [Yj(H), H”, H, H] [Yzj- l(H), H*, H] 
dH)T H” I * Y2j+ l(H) (7) 
[YJ.X), H”] < [Yj(H), H”‘, ff, ff] [Yv- l(H), H”‘, H] 
X [Y2j(Wv HoI * Y2j+ I(H”)* (8) 
As j> 2 and every one of the commutators above is normal in x, we have 
[Y2j-~(HhH1~Hl * b2j(W,H”] < [Yj+,(H),H”l* 
Moreover, by Lemma 3.2.1, 
bj(fO H”, H, HI G [Yj+ I(H), HoI* 
Hence, from (7) and (8) it follows that 
and so (6) is proved. 
In particular, on putting j = c = c(H), we conclude that y2ct ,k) = 1. 
Remark. As we observed above (Lemma 2.1), D(H) is abelian iff H’ 
centralizes D(H). Since D(H)/W(H) E H’, it follows from H’ < C,(D) that 
H’ is abelian. Concerning the reciprocal, which is true if H’ is cyclic, we do 
not know if it holds in general. However, the hypothesis H’ < C,(D) reduces 
the limit for the class of x(H). 
PROPOSITION 3.2.3. Let H be a finite p-group of class c such that 
H’ < C,(D). Then 
0) [Yj(H), H”, H] ,< [Yjt ,(H), H”], Vj > 1, 
Gil Yj+ 101) = [YjCHh H”l ’ Yjt lCH) ’ Yj+ 1tH”), ‘j > l, 
(iii) ck(H)) < c + 1. 
ProoJ (i) For j = 1 we have [D, H] < [H’, H] by Lemma 3.2.l(iii). 
Suppose j > 1 and consider the epimorphism JjD : D(H) + D(H/yj(H)), with 
Ker(#jD) = [yj(H), H’]. Thus 
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As D(H) is abelian, we have that D(iY/yj(H)) is abelian and consequently 
(Lemma 2.1), this is centralized by [H/yj(H), H/yj(H)] = y,(H/yj(H)). But 
then by Corollary 2.5 we get that 
Therefore [yj- i(H), H”, H] < [yj(H), H”]. 
(ii), (iii) With the same arguments as those used in the previous proof, 
we obtain the same inclusion relation (5) of the previous theorem: 
?‘k) G D . Y,(H) ~$3 = [H, H’l YW YW). 
We now assert that 
Yj+ 101) G [Yj(Hh HoI . Yj+ ,(H”‘h Vj>l. (9) 
Indeed, from the validity of (9) for some i > l-from (5) it is true for 
i = l-we have, by using Lemma 3.2.1, 
[Yi+ 101>3 HI G lYi(Hh H*, HI bi+ I(H), HoI Yi+z(H) 
and from (i) above, we get that 
[Yi+101LHI Q [Yi+1(HhH’I * Yi+z(H)* 
Likewise, 
The two inclusions above give the inclusion relation (9) for i + 1. On the 
other hand, since the commutators [yi+,(H), H@], yi+*(H), yit2(H”) are all 
contained in Y~+~O~), we are finished with the proof of (ii). 
Therefore, we have that ye+*k) = 1 and this completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
3.3. The Case L(H) Abelian 
We include in this subsection a natural situation involving a “weak form” 
of quadratic action of H on the abelianized L(H). 
Let q = p’, F = GF(q), V an n-dimensional vector space over F and H a p- 
subgroup of GL(n, F). Suppose there exists a vector v E V* = V-{O} such 
that 
[v, k hl = 0, VhEH. (10) 
We recall that [v, h] = vh - v, where vh is the image of v by h. Observe that 
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we can determine conditions for a p-subgroup H < GL(n, J’) to admit some 
u E V* satisfying condition (10). For example, if n = 4 and H consists of the 
matrices of the form 
ri 0 0 01 
with a, /3, y, 6, E E F, 
then the vector u = (1, 1, 1,0) (in the canonical basis) satisfies (lo), though 
the action of H on V is not quadratic. 
Now, let V, = [u, H], where u # 0 is a fixed vector with the condition (10) 
and G = V0 . H (the semidirect product). Then there exists an epimorphism 
u:x(H)=L(H).H-++G=V,,.H with o(h)=h, a([v,h])=[u,h], for all 
h E H. As u(L(H)) = V, is abelian, we have L(H)’ < Ker(a). Thus we can 
consider the induced epimorphism (which we also denote by a) from 
x(H)/L(H)’ into G. 
This situation also reduces the limit for the nilpotence class of x(H). 
PROPOSITION 3.3.1. With the notation above, G = V, - H has nilpotence 
class at most c(H) + 1. 
Proof (By the former observation, we prove the proposition for 
x(H)/L(H)‘.) The proof proceeds by induction on c(H). If H is abelian, then 
ch(H)) < 2. Assume c = c(H) > 1 and suppose that groups H of smaller 
class than c give ck(H)/L(H)‘) < c + 1. For h,, h, E H, we have, by 
Lemma 2.1, 
[h,,h,l = bd&-‘. [h,,hf], 
where [w, h,, h,] EL,(H) < L(H) and [h,, hf] E D(H). As D(H) centralizes 
L(H), and L(H) is abelian in x(H)/L(H)‘, the equality above shows that H' 
centralizes L(H) = [w, H]. Thus, given h E H, h’ E H’, we get 
[w, hh’l = [v, h’][v, h] (mod L(H)‘). 
But then, using the definitions of x(H), 
1 = [w, hh’, hh’] = [[v, h’][iy, h], hh’] 
= [[w,h’],hh’]. [[wh],hh’] 
= [w, h’, h’][w, h’, h]%, h, h’][y, h, h]“’ 
= [w, h’, h] (mod L(H)‘). 
This shows that H centralizes [I,v, H’] in x(H)/L(H)’ =x(H). In particular, 
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Iv4 YCWI * YCW is central in x(H). Put K = [w, y,(H)] . y,(H). Since 
]w, h * Y,(H)] = ]w, h][~, y,(H)] and y,(H) < C,,,,([w, HI), we see that there 
exists an epimorphism 
defined by 
h*y,(H)-f+h.K; h” . y,(H”) -% h” . K. 
Thus, #(L(H/y,(H))‘) = L(H)’ . K and since this last group is trivial in 
fW)/K it follows that f(H)/K is a homomorphic image of 
x(H/~,(H))/L(H/~,(H))’ (equal to ZVW,(W)). BY induction, W/Y,(H)) 
has nilpotence class at most c and since K < Z@(H)) we conclude finally 
that 
c(X(H)) < c(H) + 1. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Let H be a non-metacyclic two-generator p-group of class 2 with presen- 
tation 
H=(a,6,c~[a,b]=c,aP”=bP”=~P’=1,[a,c]=[6,c]=1), (*) 
where l<l<m<n. 
Let us construct x(H). This will go to show that, in the particular case 
where H is the extra-special p-group of order p3, Ix(H)1 assumes the upper 
bound p9; if furthermore p = 3, then X(H) is not a regular p-group. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a group with presentation (*). Then M(H) 
contains a subgroup of the type time’, p’,p’) (we agree that this means 
(p’,p’) if m = I). 
Proof: Let G be the group generated by the set (A, B, C, Z,, Z,, Z,} 
with ZiEZ(G), i<i,<3, AP”=Bpm=Cp=l, (A,B]=CZ,, [A,Cj=Z,, 
[B, C] = 2,. These relations give 
z;‘= z;‘= 1; IA, Bij = ci . z; . z;iti-1)/Z, for all i. 
So we have Zi’E G’ f? Z(G) and Ok’ divides pm-‘. From this and the 
defining relations for G we get that G’ n Z(G) contains the subgroup 
U = (ZT’, Z,, Z,) with ] U] divisor of p”+‘. Furthermore, on letting 
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C, = C . Z,, then $= Z; E U and (Zi)““- = 1. Now we can construct a 
covering group H of H as follows: We take an abelian group 
V= (c,) + (tz) + (tj) with o(cJ =p”‘, o(fZ) = o(t3) =p’, 1 < l< m < n. Let 
u: V- V be defined by c1 M clt;‘, tz b t,, t, ttt,. Then oE Aut(V) and 
I?” is trivial on V. Let G, = V. (a) be the semidirect product of V by (a), 
where aPn = 1 and va = vu, for all v E V. We can assume that G, is 
generated by {cl, t,,t,,a}. Since G, is also generated by (c,t;‘,ac,,f,, t3}, 
the mapping t: G, + G, defined by c, M clt;‘, t, b t,, t, b t,, a F--+ ac, 
induces an automorphism of G, and we can see that Pm is trivial on G,. Our 
group d is now taken to be the semidirect product I? = G, . (b) with bPm = 1 
and gi = g; for all g, E G,. Here we can also assume that fi is generated by 
the elements a, 6, c,, t,, t, ; by the construction above we see that I? satisfies 
the defining relations for G. So fi is a homomorphic 
Z?’ n Z(g) contains the subgroup 0 = (cp’ 
image of G. Then 
, , t,, f3) which is actually of order 
P m+‘. But 
Therefore g is a covering group of H with o< fi’ n Z(H) and 
og (pm-’ ,p’,p’). By a well-known result of Schur [7] about multipliers, we 
have that 6 is isomorphic to a subgroup of M(H). 
To determine x(H) we consider the group H with the presentation (*) and 
similarly H” given by 
H* = (a”, b*, c” / [a@, b”] = c”, (aui)P” = (b”)P”’ = (c@)J” = 1, 
laty,c”j = [b@,c”] = 1). 
By the definition of x(H), Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 we have 
D(H) is abelian (as H’ is cyclic); H’ < C,@(H)); ([a. c”], lb, c” 1) E 
W(H); 
la,c”j’= la,c”]‘“= [a,@/; la,c”lC= la,c@]“‘= [a,@]; 
la, c”]” = [a, c’]‘” = [a . [a, b’j, c”] = [a, co] 
(for D’ = 1 and H’ G CAD)). 
Also. 
Ib,c”]* = [b,c”jbb”= [b,c”]; lb, c”]‘= 16, co]=@’ = lb, c@]; 
(b, c’ I” = [b, c” I”” = [b, c” 1. 
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For the element [a, b”] we have 
[a, b”]’ = [a, b*]@’ = [a, b”]; 
[a, b@‘la = [a, be]@’ = [a, b” . (c”)-‘1 = [a, b”] . [a, c”] -‘; 
[a, b&lb” = [a, b”lb = [uc, b”] = [a, b”] . [b, c”] -l. 
Since every element of H is of the form uibick, we conclude by the equalities 
above that 
D(H) = [H, P] = ([a, be], [a, P], [b, c”]) with 
4~ b’l) Iprn, o([ u,c@l)lp’ and o([b,c@‘l)lp’. 
So ID(H)] divides p”+“‘. As D(H)/W(H) E H’ (of order p’) it follows that 
I wf)I <pm+‘. But by Lemma 4.1., IM(H)(>pmt’ and since M(H) is a 
factor of W(H) (Lemma 2.2.), we get M(H) z W(H) = ([up’, b”], [a, c”], 
[b, co]>, ID(H)1 =p2’+“‘, and X(H) r T(E?) (by Lemma 2.3), where Z? is a 
full covering group of H (for example, the covering group constructed in 
Lemma4.1), of order Ial =P”+‘~+~‘. Therefore Ix(H)1 =P~“+~~+~‘. 
Remarks. (1) If we take JHI =p3 (i.e., m = n =l= 1) then Ix(H)1 
assumes the bound p9 for the order (Theorem 3.1.4). If in this extra-special 
case p = 3, then we can see that the element a . 6” E x(H) has order 32 
which is in fact the exponent of x(H). 
(2) For the metacyclic p-group H of order pm+’ with presentation 
H=(u,blu”“= l,bP”=uPc 9 ~~=a’), where 
c 2 0, rp” s 1 (modp”) andp’(r - 1) = O(modpm), 
we have also x(H) E T(p) (see Lemma 2.3), where E? is a full covering 
group of H of order /I . pm+“, with 
p= (r- l,p-;p~,~,$L, p”;; 1’) 
being the order of W(H). 
5. INFORMATION ABOUT x(H) FOR H NON-ABELIAN OF ORDER p4 
Consider the list of presentation of the non-abelian p-groups of order p4 
(p, as ever, an odd prime), 
(i) (u,bluP’=bP= I,u~=u’+~~), 
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(ii) (a, blaP* = bP2 = 1, ub = u’+~), 
(iii) (a, b, clap2 = bP = cp = 1, [a, C] = b, [a, b] = [b, C] = l), 
(iv) (a, b, cl up2 = bp = cp = 1, [b, c] = up, [a, b] = [a, c] = l), 
(v) (a, b, c 1 up* = bp = cp = 1, [a, c] = up, [a, b] = [b, c] = l), 
(vi) (a, b, clap2 = bP = cp = l,[u, b] = up, [a, c] = b, [b, c] = l), 
(vii) (u,b,c(uP2=bP= l,cp=up, [u,b]=uP, [u,c]=b, [b,c]= l), 
(viii) (a, b, clap2 = bP = 1, cp = uap, [a, b] = up, [a, C] = b, [b, C] = I), 
where a is a non-quadratic residue (modp), 
(ix) (a, 6, c, dluP = bP = cp = dP = 1, [c, d] = a, [a, b] = [a, c] = 
[a, d] = [b, c] = [b, d] = l), 
(x) p > 3, (a, b, c, d/up = bp =cp =dp = 1, [b,d] =a, [c,d] =b, 
[a, b] = [a, c] = [a, d] = [b, c] = l), 
(xi) p=3, (u,b,clu9=b3=c3=1, [u,b]=l, [u,c]=b, [b,c]= 
a-“). 
In Table I, the number of the group H corresponds to that in the list above. 
TABLE 1 
H Ix(H)I dx(W) evti(W) W(H) R(H) 
6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
6) 
(xl 
64 
PP 
P 
10 
P” 
P” 
P” 
P” 
P” 
P” 
P 
14 
P 
12 
3’* 
3 
4 
4 
Pj 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
PZ 
P2 
P2 
3*, ifp= 3 
p. ifp > 3 
P 
32 
1 
(P) 
(P>P) 
(P?P) 
(PT P) 
(P) 
(P) 
(P) 
(P>P9P?P?P) 
(P9P) 
(37 3) 
(P) 
1 
1 
Note. In preparing this table use was made of theorems on M(H), which appear in [3-IO]. 
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